Industry efforts to improve safety in recent years have resulted in fewer accidents. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the total number of recordable injury/illness cases in manufacturing has steadily decreased—dropping from 13.2 in 1990 to 9.7 in 1998 (per 100 full-time employees) (Figure 1). Although this decrease in the number of injuries/illnesses that require medical treatment is a positive trend, the resulting improved performance, coupled with corporate downsizing which limits the time that individuals have for additional activities, has led to fewer incidents being thoroughly investigated.

To continue this downward trend in injuries and use resources wisely, efforts must focus on capturing and investigating less-serious accidents—so-called near hits (which are referred to as near misses in some literature)—that may have resulted in only minor (or no) injuries. As a result, reporting should increase. Figure 2 shows an example of a form that can be used to facilitate reporting.

**Defining a Near Hit**

To ensure success, the term “near hit” must be clearly defined. Ambiguity may lead to incomplete information and analysis. Historically, industry has been able to recognize obvious near hits. For example, a large hydrocarbon release that did not contact an ignition source has been recognized for its potential impact. This same logic can be applied to events that are not so obvious.

Care must be taken to ensure that a near hit incident is not defined too narrowly or too broadly. In Z16.5-1998, American National Standards Institute (ANSI) defines a near hit as an occurrence in the work process (including an employee act or behavior) that has an injury, illness or death potential where the injury, illness or death did not occur. Occurrences (or incidents) generally have two components: an act and a condition. Often, the act or condition is a given—it must occur. In such cases, it is imperative that the opposite act or condition never occur.

For example, a car needs gasoline to function. However, striking a match at the gas tank inlet during fill up may result in an explosion. Thus, if an individual lights a match near the tank inlet, yet it does not ignite, an incident has still occurred. A near hit can thus be further defined as an event in which the system is only one act or condition away from an event with serious, measurable consequences.

Consider a classic occupational situation encountered every day in chemical and petrochemical facilities. Workers need specific tools and equipment to perform necessary maintenance. Often, the work must be performed on elevated structures. In some cases, other workers may need to pass underneath the structure (e.g., to take readings on process equipment) when work is being performed.

If a tool falls from the structure, yet does not impact anyone at the time, this situation is a near hit. Only one condition is missing—a worker was not present.
under the structure when the tool fell or was not standing where it fell. Had this condition been present, it is highly likely an injury would have occurred. Likewise, if personnel are present in a barricaded area where equipment is routinely being lifted and lowered overhead, only one act (e.g., dropping equipment) stands in the way of a serious injury.

Other events that should be regarded as near-hit incidents include process parameter excursions (such as temperature, pressure and level deviations) within 10 percent of design limits; emergency shutdowns that occur safely; activation of relief valves or safety protection systems; and utility hoses blowing out, even if no one is impacted. Table 1 provides a more-extensive list.

**Addressing Causes**

A primary objective of any investigation, including one involving a near hit, is to determine the failure mechanism(s) and take corrective action. Most incidents consist of controllable actions and/or conditions. The key is to determine the causes as well as the effects so appropriate action may be taken to prevent recurrence.

Some companies categorize causes to determine patterns in management systems; these data are best presented in a pie chart. Categorization is not meant to be an endpoint, but it helps determine the allocation of resources. For example, if several investigations indicate that a primary causal factor is training, then efforts could be made to more clearly define training objectives, methods and evaluation criteria. Table 2 lists several categories of causes that could be used to determine common patterns, along with potential action items.

**Developing Recommendations**

Follow up is another vital element of any investigation. All recommendations should be written in such a manner that they are “doable” and address the identified incident causes. Recommendations should be written with the end result in mind. In some cases, those responsible for implementing recommendations were not involved in the investigation; therefore, items should be written so that someone external to the investigation process can immediately understand their intent. However, care must be taken to avoid deluging the reviewer with so much information that the original point is lost. The best recommendations address the broad issues associated with incidents, and specific issues as appropriate. Action items
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**Goals for Implementation**

Quantity and quality of reports are two primary goals when implementing a near-hit reporting strategy.

**Expectations for Quantity of Reports**

Along with investigation quality, the number of reports generated is another key consideration. Since the premise of near-hit reporting is to document as much information as possible before issues actually become injuries, one must gauge the completeness and accuracy of the reporting system. Management must resist the temptation to interpret a higher number of reports as a signal of more problems. Rather, higher reporting indicates that issues are being identified and concerns are being addressed before they become more serious. In other words:

- What is not reported cannot be thoroughly investigated.
- What is not thoroughly investigated cannot be changed.

To gauge the number of near hits a facility can expect, an evaluation can be based on the number of serious injuries that occur. For this exercise, one can refer to the studies conducted by Heinrich, which suggest that the ratio of major lost-time injuries to near hits is approximately 300 to 1 for accidents involving the same facility can expect, an evaluation can be made to determine the number of serious injuries per month; then, during periodic safety meetings, the reasons that the number of reports fluctuate can be discussed. Targets can be set for the number of reports that should be submitted, and rewards given when targets are met. However, care must be taken to ensure that the focus is on actual near hits and that personnel are not merely submitting reports to meet predetermined quotas.

**Improving Quality Standards**

Along with the drive to ensure that an appropriate number of reports are generated, emphasis must be placed on the quality of information received. Some organizations have found success by focusing on three key areas: management commitment and emphasis, employee training and consequences.

The first step is to have genuine commitment from management that is demonstrated at every opportunity. Whether in staff meetings, postings or direct conversations, management must take visible steps to ensure that all employees understand that high-quality investigations, appropriate documentation and follow-through on recommendations are top priorities. In addition, all personnel who will generate, investigate, review or follow up on recommended actions must receive appropriate training. During this training, management must communicate its expectations regarding items that should be reported; cause-and-effect analysis and cause categorization; and documentation/follow up. Practical workshops that focus on writing reports are also valuable. Case studies can be presented to help participants determine whether a scenario is a near hit and learn how it should be documented.

Several benefits can be realized by providing positive consequences for submitting near-hit reports. Awards may be given to personnel who submit reports that meet minimum standards for quality, including the development of recommendations that address incident causes rather than the response to the incident itself. Departments that increase near-hit reporting may also be rewarded.

**Case Studies**

The following case studies describe incidents in which timely investigation and early action could have prevented the noted consequences. They involve issues such as design, permitting, maintenance, changes and construction. This exercise is not meant to second-guess actions that were taken nor to be an exhaustive discussion of all incident causes/solutions. Rather, the goal is to present a basic review of situations that existed when an actual incident occurred in order to illustrate the positive effect of early hazard recognition and investigation.

**Case 1**

Maintenance was being performed on a reactor. The work required that a leg of the reactor be opened to the atmosphere. During a break, the technician left the job area and did not communicate that the work was not complete. All sources of energy were not isolated.

**Potential consequences.** This scenario may demonstrate a weakness in this facility’s permitting process. If a review of lock-out/tagout were conducted, it would be discovered that the reactor was not appropriately isolated. As a result, an operator might have inadvertently started flow to the reactor, resulting in a release of flammable material and subsequent explosion.

**Case 2**

A tank was being used to store a material that reacted violently with water. Prior to this, the tank had been used to store materials that were compatible with water. Tank fittings were still compatible with fittings on water hoses used at the plant, and a connecting pipe between the tank and an empty water tank was still in place. Multiple valves existed in the line that was closed. The area was monitored occasionally, but not frequently.

**Potential consequences.** This scenario may indicate a design flaw. For example, an employee could inadvertently (or deliberately) attach a water hose to the tank or misalign valves in the common pipe. If the pressure-relief device on the tank was inoperable, or had not been designed for this use, then the result could be an exothermic reaction that could overpressure the tank. Had the connecting pipe been removed or had tank fittings been made incompatible with the water hose (and other fittings for utility hoses), then the probability of tank overpressure would be minimized.

**Case 3**

Two relief valves, identical in appearance but with different setpoints, were removed from a plant during a shutdown and sent out for overhaul. One valve was set to operate at a gauge pressure of 15 psi, the other at 30 psi. These pressures were stamped on the flanges but the valves were not uniquely identified in any other way;
no additional precautions were taken when the valves were removed for service.

Potential consequences. This scenario appears to indicate a maintenance procedural issue. The chances for interchanging valves are greater when no unique number is assigned to a valve. The installation of the 30-psi valve on a vessel that is only rated for 15 psi diminishes the margin necessary for safe operation. One action item resulting from this near-hit report may be to attach a numbered tag to the relief valve when it is removed and another tag with the same number to the flange.

Case 4

A crane operator at a construction site is lifting pipe to an elevated level. The area below is not routinely traversed, but personnel do occasionally walk through it. The rigging breaks and the piping falls. Fortunately, no one is walking through the area at the time.

Potential consequences. Although no one was impacted at the time, this scenario indicates that a problem exists, and the situation could be repeated. The only additional condition that would need to exist for an injury to occur is the presence of personnel below. To eliminate this problem, the area could be barricaded during lifts. In addition, the site should assess the effectiveness of its operator training program and implement a stringent critical lift plan that involves scrutinizing the integrity of rigging.

Case 5

The water supply line for a sprinkler system was being repainted for identification and to prevent corrosion. The painting contractors were not familiar with the system and inadvertently painted over the fusible links of the sprinkler heads.

Potential consequences. A coat of paint elevates the sprinkler head’s melting temperature; consequently, it will not function properly during an actual fire. This scenario highlights hazards that can accompany routine and well-intentioned changes; it also illustrates potential problems that can arise in communication with contractors.

Case 6

A permit was issued for work to be performed on an acid line. The permit stated that goggles must be worn, yet the employee performing the job did not wear goggles.

Potential consequences. Even if the line has been drained, trapped pressure may cause acid to be splashed into the employee’s eyes. Initially, the injured person would appear to be solely at fault for this situation. However, a thorough in-
investigation of the permitting process might be in order. For example, do all permits issued mandate that goggles be worn, without regard to actual hazards? If so, this protocol could cause a maintenance worker to ignore the instruction when an actual hazard exists.

Certainly, in some examples presented, no incident actually occurred (based on the classic definition of incident). However, in many cases, a critical safeguard may have been compromised. With this weakening of the lines of defense, an incident could occur with the introduction of only one action or condition (Sanders; Kletz).

**HIGH-LEVEL INVESTIGATIONS**

When an incident goes beyond the near-hit stage, a more-formal, team-oriented investigation may be warranted. Many companies have set criteria (e.g., recordable injuries, large fires, significant equipment damage) used to decide whether to assemble a team for a comprehensive investigation. The techniques described for near-hit assessments can also be applied to these investigations; the key difference will be the number of people involved.

**CONCLUSION**

To continue the downward trend in injuries and comply with OSHA and EPA expectations, facilities must implement a comprehensive approach to investigating near-hit conditions and actions. By emphasizing expectations regarding quality and quantity of near-hit reports, facilities can ensure that they are pursuing an appropriate approach.

To recap, the critical elements of a near-hit reporting program can be summarized in four steps: 1) Define what constitutes a near hit. 2) Determine the incident cause(s). 3) Develop recommendations to respond to the incident and prevent recurrence. 4) Track those recommendations to completion. This strategy ensures that an appropriate level of investigation is performed and complete, accurate documentation is created.
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